A new summation theorem for Schur symmetric functions is given, over partitions with an upper bound on the largest part, and with respect to the number of columns of odd length in the Ferrers diagram of the partition. This allows us to deduce expressions for the number of involutions of n symbols with r fixed points, the largest increasing subsequence of which has length m. The most compact of these expressions is a double alternating summation which is valid for (n -1)/2.;;;m.;;;n-1. Let c (n, m, r) be the number of involutions in Y K ., the symmetric group on Kn = {I, ... , n}, with r fixed points, the longest increasing subsequence of which has length m. For example, when n = 9, m = 4, r = 3, one such involution is 321497685;
Gouyou-Beauchamps [4] has evaluated the sum of fA over A I-n, C(A) == rand leA) ~ m in the cases m = 4, 5. This sum is related to c(n, m, r), since it can be interpreted as the number of involutions in Y K. with r fixed points, the longest decreasing subsequence of which has length ~ m.
We consider symmetric functions in the variables x = (Xl> ... , xn) (see [6, Chapter I] for a complete treatment). Let {) = (n -1, n -2, ... ,0). 
where [XI· .
. xn] denotes the coefficient of XI ••• Xn in the expression to the right.
First, we give a new Schur function summation, which contains information about c(n, m, r) by means of (1) and Proposition 1. The proof makes use of (2) . We use the following notation: if a = {ai, ... , ak} ~ JV n with al < ... < ak, then a = JV n -a, x", = (x"", . .. ,x"'.), x~=x~,··· X~k and J(a) = I{(i, j) E a x a and i > nl.
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PROOF.
Let
For n even, writing the Schur functions as a ratio of alternants, we obtain
since the summations over the d;'s are all geometric series. In particular, note that
But an altern ant with an equal pair of entries is equal to zero, so we could also have started with the expression
V(x) f.lo~· . ';;!:Jln~O oe9' x n which, modifying the above argument, leads to
But, from (3), 'P(u, t, x) is a rational function with denominator
so it has the partial fraction expansion
where, for la-I even, and, for la-I odd, B", = {Un-ltn/2(1_ utx",)'P(U, t, x)}lu=rtx;;t.
The summation in W can be evaluated by (5) and the summation in P can be evaluated by (4) . This yields Xl (-I)/("')+(~)+k A", = ' " Vex)
t-kI2 1jJ(t-t, X",)V(X",)t(n-k)/21jJ(t, Xa)V(X"l
To calculate B O (1 we need the analogous forms of (4) and (5) for n odd. These are not given, but yield txl (_I)I(a)+(~)+k
B = a t(k-I)I2.J,(t X )V(x )t-(n-k-I)I2.J,(r
The result follows, for n even, immediately from LHS = [um] lJI(u, t, x) = 2: 2: t-nl2x:.+m-IAa
The details for n odd are similar. o
).,=m ).,""m
The degree argument used in Theorem 2 means that expressions of increasing complexity can be obtained for c(n, m, r) as nlm grows. Note the curious duality in these expressions: they provide an identity between a degree sum (obtained via Proposition 1) over partitions with A.I = m and a degree sum (obtained via Proposition 2 applied to Theorem 1) over partitions with 1(A.) = lnlmJ or thereabouts. This is not an obvious relationship; it would be interesting to understand this by more elementary means.
